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Dip a toe, paw, or fin into history with this fact-tastic Level 2 Ready-to-Read, part of a new

series all about pets and the people who owned them!When a raccoon arrives at the White

House, President Calvin Coolidge and First Lady Grace name her Rebecca and welcome her

as a pet. Rebecca tries to fit in with the other animals already living there. But none of them will

play with her! What will Calvin and Grace do? Discover the story of one of the most unusual

White House pets in this fact-filled Level 2 Ready-to-Read.

PRAISE FOR AMELIA EARHART: THIS BROAD OCEAN* "Like Earhart herself, this book

ought to soar exuberantly into the hearts of its readers."--Kirkus Reviews (starred

review)PRAISE FOR HOUDINI: THE HANDCUFF KING* "Bertozzi's illustrations are simply

spectacular."--Kirkus Reviews (starred review)PRAISE FOR SATCHEL PAIGE: STRIKING OUT

JIM CROW* "By emphasizing Paige's influence and mythos rather than focusing on details

about his life and career, Sturm and Tommaso offer a powerful and unique testimony to his

legacy."--Publishers Weekly (starred review)PRAISE FOR THOREAU AT WALDEN--2009 ALA

Best Book for Young Adults* "[B]rilliantly conceived and executed. . . . [R]arely is [this story]

presented in such a breathtaking, original, and empathetic fashion."--Booklist (starred

review)"[I]t's hard not to be moved by Lambert's depiction."--Horn Book"A visual stunner that

covers new ground."--Kirkus Reviews"A wonderful resource."--School Library Journal--This text

refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorJoseph Lambert is an Eisner and Ignatz Award?

winning cartoonist. A graduate of the Center for Cartoon Studies, he has drawn comics and

illustrations that have appeared in Mome, The Best American Comics, Komiksfest! Review, and

Dark Horse Presents, as well as in Business Week, Popular Mechanics, and I Will Bite You!, a

collection of short stories published by Secret Acres.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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seeing a raccoon at night meaning, a raccoon a tree and a disney princess, sound of a

raccoon at night, is rocket raccoon a raccoon, a raccoon in water, names for a raccoon, is a

raccoon a rodent, how much is a raccoon pet, a raccoon next to a racing flag, a raccoon in

french, what is a raccoon dog, a raccoon with rabies, how to describe a raccoon, a raccoon

would be considered a producer, a raccoon cat, what sound does a raccoon make, a raccoon

sound, sounds of a raccoon, a raccoon in spanish, meaning of a raccoon, a raccoon in my

dream, a raccoon in my backyard, a pet raccoon, a wet raccoon, a raccoon trap

A Raccoon at the White House: Ready-to-Read Level 2 (Tails from History), A Puppy for Helen

Keller: Ready-to-Read Level 2 (Tails from History)

Raythegardener, “cute story!. My niece and nephew loved all the animals in this story.”

Brooklyn, “Definitely recommend for early readers. Such a cute book and I love that it’s

teaching my children something of value! My daughter is learning to read a great starter book.”

The book by Rachel Dougherty has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 13 people have provided feedback.
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